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Application of BigData in chemistry and chemical engineering is due to  access of high 
throughput instruments and data fusion  of omics in chemistry and bioinformatics. 
Availability of  BigData enables development of AI models for investigation of pattern 
classification, pattern association and prediction. However, most of AI models are 
applied as effective agnostic (“black box”) predictors and usually do not contribute to 
new scientific knowledge. AI models do not provide causality due to confounding of 
model variables, which are commonly highly correlated, and lead to back door 
noncausal associations and colliders of common effects .    In the last decades developed 
is mathematical theory of causality and algorithmic computer analysis for testing and 
discovery of causality.!,2 It is based on Bayesian integration of prior structural knowledge 
and experimental evidence (data). Causality analysis of variable x  follows three 
methodological steps: prediction, doing do(x), and counterfactual estimation. 
Confounding of causality is removed by d-separation algorithm producing adjustment of 
the structural knowledge network. The do(x) operator estimates causality on population 
level, while counterfactual causality is “out of box” on sample level and is algorithmic 
basis for scientific discovery. Here are presented two cases: causality analysis of 
industrial waste water treatment plant (WTP) and causality of peptides molecular 
descriptors for of biological activity. The WTP is a two stage process with pretreatment, 
primary and secondary settler, and biological reactor. The plant is monitored daily 
during two years with 38 physical and chemical parameters. Determined are population 
level causalities between parameters of input flows of row water and the plant global 
output performances.  The second example is aimed for scientific discovery of causality 
between peptide molecular descriptors and their cell level activity. Tested are 1800 
descriptors for 100 peptides with each up to 50 aminoacids. Prior to causality analysis 
the descriptors are regularized and PC algorithm is applied for generation of the 
corresponding directed acyclic graph (DAG). Potential discoveries are predicted by 
counterfactual analysis. 
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